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Groupe Gorgé: update on the progress of the 
Australian robotic mine-hunting program 
 

 

 

Groupe Gorgé reached a new milestone by forming a partnership with the Australian company Total Marine 

Technology (TMT) to respond jointly to the tender of the Royal Australian Navy to renew its mine-hunting 

equipment with robotized solutions. 

 

 

A strategic partnership with a local specialized player 

Groupe Gorgé, through its brand ECA Group, and Total Marine Technology (TMT) have signed a Memorandum of 

Understanding to combine their expertise in the domain of unmanned technologies in order to partner for the SEA 1905 

Phase 1 - Tranche 1 Program of the Royal Australian Navy (RAN) for their future Maritime Mine Countermeasures and 

Military Survey Capability. 

 
Both companies are highly skilled in robotics equipment for harsh maritime environments and have been serving 

customers in the Defence and Security domain for many years. Today, Groupe Gorgé and TMT announce their partnership 

and a common commitment to supply the Commonwealth of Australia with the most competitive and technologically 

advanced solution for SEA 1905. The two companies are already in discussions with other possible Australian partners 

to further enhance their offer. 

 

The Australian MCM program is well on track 

The Royal Australian Navy's SEA 1905 Maritime Mine Countermeasures (MCM) Program was announced in April 2019 

to replace the RAN’s four remaining Huon-class Minehunter Coastal (MHC) ships. In January 2021, Australia’s Minister 

for Defence also stated that the new ships would be based on the Arafura-class offshore patrol vessel. The vessels will 

deploy modular unmanned autonomous systems that will provide them with mine-hunting and military survey capabilities. 

The request for tender SEA 1905 Phase 1 - Tranche 1 is expected for the fourth quarter of 2021. According to Admiral 

Michael Noonan for Australiandefence.com.au, the program schedule of SEA 1905 Phase 1 is well on the track: “first pass 

approval has occurred, second pass approval will be in the third or fourth quarter 2022 with the introduction of capability 

in 2023/2024 and IOC (initial operational capability) in the backend of 2024”. Admiral Noonan also shared a figure of A$3.3 

–A$5 billion (€2.1 - €3.2 billion) for the future mine warfare and hydrographic vessels.  

 

Groupe Gorgé provides a unique solution on the market for robotized mine-hunting 

Groupe Gorgé, through its brand ECA Group, has over 50 years’ experience in the design, manufacturing and support of 

complete and integrated unmanned systems based on autonomous and remotely operated technologies for mine 

clearance at sea, while constantly keeping crews and the ship out of the danger zone. UMIS, the group’s integrated drone 

systems for Mine Detection, Classification, Identification and Neutralization benefit from its many years of experience in 

engineering and solutions development offering compact, interoperable, modular and scalable systems. They can be 

operated from dedicated mine hunters as an integrated solution, but also from a ship of opportunity or from the shore as 

an air/road transportable configuration. This solution being comprehensive, as well as sea proven, Groupe Gorgé has a 

unique offer on the market of maritime unmanned technologies. In addition, the group also offers deep and ultra-deep 

unmanned underwater vehicles down to 6000 m for hydrography and oceanography. 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

More than 20 years of partnership with the Royal Australian Navy 

Groupe Gorgé systems support over 30 navies including the Royal Australian Navy. In the past, the company provided 

and supported the RAN with its mine disposal PAP which were in operation on the Bay Class minehunters until 2001. In 

the late 90’s, Groupe Gorgé delivered and installed onboard the RAN Leeuwinn class ship an integrated platform 

management system OPSYS which was upgraded in 2010. Currently, the group is participating in the SEA 1778 project 

by supplying and integrating two “remote control kits” on two boats to transform them into Unmanned Surface Vehicles 

(USV) to tow the AMASS (Australian Minesweeping and Support System) influence sweep. 

In addition, in 2008/2009 Groupe Gorgé also delivered the software suite (now integrated in UMISOFT software suite) to 

the Australian Hydrographic Service, for acquiring and processing the hydrographic data collected by the four Paluma-

class motor launch vessels. 

 

Total Marine Technology, a specialist of remote technologies in harsh subsea environments 

Total Marine Technology was founded in Australia and now has over 20 years’ experience in building and operating 

remote intervention systems in harsh subsea environments, Total Marine Technology has cultivated skilled personnel and 

robust technologies to operate in ocean depths exceeding 6000 metre sea water. It is currently the largest provider of 

ROV and intervention tooling in Australia and has a significant presence in South East Asia, Brazil, and other parts of the 

world. 

 

TMT grew from a vision that challenged the international conventions regarding ROV technology. Previously the centres 

of excellence had been Europe and America. The founders of TMT believed a world-class ROV design, manufacture, and 

operations facility could be established in Perth, Western Australia, and be successful. It holds a number of patents and 

continues to be active in R&D to further push the boundaries of possibility in remote technology for harsh and dangerous 

environments. 

 

TMT has been proudly supporting defence since 2014, with defence ready tooling and through life subsea asset equipment 

management. TMT’s Sovereign capabilities include reliable through life subsea asset equipment management. 

 

 

“We are extremely happy to team with TMT, to strengthen our position in the southern hemisphere and specifically 

Australia, and to contribute to a sustainable Australian SEA 1905 Tranche 1 program. Our aim is to share and implement 

our expertise together with TMT in order to provide the Royal Australian Navy with sea proven, state of the art technologies 

tailored to their operational needs and to adapt the system over time to take into account the evolving threat as well as 

new technologies as they become available.” states Daniel Scourzic, VP for Strategic Programs at ECA Group. 

 

 

“We believe the linking with ECA Group is a significant event which will unlock opportunities in the defence sector, through 

the provision of focussed and well implemented new technologies. The strengths of both companies are well suited to 

providing an integrated solution to address the rapidly developing area of undersea capability. To work collaboratively with 

the ECA Group is a real win for TMT. Their world leading technology in this sector will further enhance our ability to 

generate new skills and jobs as we seek to strengthen and diversify our core capability for future growth.” states Paul 

Colley, CEO of TMT. 

 

  



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

About Total Marine Technology 

Total Marine Technology (TMT) has been in the marine industry since 1999, manufacturing robust and reliable ROV’s and subsea 

intervention tooling. Our patented designs have stood the test of time. Our diversity continues to push the envelope in delivering results 

for remote technology in harsh environments. TMT believes the combination of great design; engineering excellence and offshore 

intervention experience allows us to partner with clients to develop innovative systems and products that deliver success.  
 

TMT has an extensive array of engineers and technicians working at our manufacturing facility in Bibra Lake. Their industry backgrounds 

ranging from aeronautical to motorsport, long term experienced engineers to young apprentices taking their first steps into the industry. 

At TMT, only industry accepted guidelines and processes are used during the design phase, which includes both Australian and 

International Standards.  
 

As a manufacturer and operator, TMT has the unique ability to seamlessly flow people from the design and build process into the offshore 

operating environment. Our track record of proven designs and capability in an integrated workshop environment has delivered numerous 

design awards. During the 2014 Australian Oil and Gas Expo TMT launched the world’s lightest underwater Class 1 to 4 Torque Tool 

system, which will enable smaller ROVs to deliver functionality not previously available. 

www.tmtrov.com.au 

 

 

About ECA Group 

ECA Group is an expert in naval drones and unmanned systems and one of the global leaders in this sector for the last 50 years. Today, 

ECA Group masters underwater drones just as well as surface or air drones, enabling it to offer a very wide and complete range of 

UMISTM drone systems suited to all types and sizes of military vessels.  
 

In 2019, the Belgian and the Royal Netherlands Navies, leading NATO MCM operations, have chosen ECA Group within the BELGIUM 

NAVAL & ROBOTICS consortium for their MCM capability replacement program to provide 10 drones systems including : 17 Unmanned 

Surface Vehicles (USVs) INSPECTOR 125, 10 unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) UMS Skeldar V-200, 20 Autonomous Underwater 

Vehicles (AUVs) A18-M, 15 towed sonars T18-M, 15 remotely operated vehicles (ROV) for mine identification SEASCAN MK2, 42 

expendable mine disposal vehicles (EMDS) K-STER C, software suite for mission preparation, drones control and data processing, as 

well as one containerized command and control (C2) system. 

https://www.ecagroup.com 

 

 

About Groupe Gorgé 

Groupe Gorgé is a high-tech industrial group driven by a strong entrepreneurial culture. The Group is present in 3D printing, drones, 

engineering and protection systems and employs nearly 1,850 people. The Group generated revenue of €231 million in 2020. Groupe 

Gorgé is listed on Euronext Paris Compartment B (GOE). 

https://www.groupe-gorge.com 
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Disclaimer 
Groupe Gorgé press releases may contain forward-looking statements regarding Groupe Gorgé's targets. These forward-looking statements reflect Groupe Gorgé's current 
expectations. Such forward-looking statements and targets depend on known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results, performance or events 
to differ materially from those anticipated herein. Some of these risk factors are set forth and detailed in our Universal registration document, available on our website www.groupe-
gorge.com. This list of risks, uncertainties and other factors is not limitative. This press release and the information it contains do not constitute an offer to sell or to subscribe, or a 
solicitation to purchase or subscribe shares or securities in Groupe Gorgé or in its listed subsidiaries in any country whatsoever. 
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